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The Cream Rises to The Top
By Don Wilcock
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“I

never liked what Bob Dylan was doing because to me if you can’t play harmonica
like Little Walter, Sonny Boy Williamson, James Cotton, Walter Horton, or
George Smith, man, I’m not interested.” Curtis Salgado’s medical problems
including liver cancer, two bouts of lung cancer and quadruple bypass surgery all
within an 11-year period may have improved his game just like Dylan’s medical
issues did and still do. Curtis dismisses that theory with a shrug, but his new album
Damage Control pulls out all the stops, and goes for the gusto. Any of the 13 cuts
could become hit singles.
“I get the best engineers and good musicians, and that’s the name of the
game. I’m trying to be competitive, and I’m trying to write good material with strong
melodies that people will remember, and I think a lot of that is lost to the blues
community.
“I’m not influenced by (my medical problems). It’s me getting old. It’s just me
turning 60. (He was born in 1954.) I don’t really think about absolutely wallowing in
it. You just nailed it. You don’t do that. The people who influence me are nice people
and are very open minded.” Curtis’ motto is if it feels good, keep it, and this record
feels good from the first note to the last.
“You’ve given me a high compliment. You know, those people we admire like
Sam Cooke, he would go into a studio to sing a song, look at the lyrics, and do it in
one take. And if he wanted to make a change, he did, but it’s always gonna be dead
on the money. I don’t have that. Stevie Wonder – these guys just open their mouth
and sing a song beautifully and make the hairs stand up. There’s lots of people out
there like that.
“For me, I will sit down. I want a melody. There’s lots of people in blues today
that are making records ‘cause anyone can make a record any place you want. You
can do it in your back yard or in an outhouse. There’s too much music. Any chances
of being discovered these days are really, really hard because everybody and their
dog is really a star. So, the cream rises to the top.
“I want a song. I don’t want someone to sit there and play a shuffle, you go to
the next tune, and it’s the same damn licks. It’s the same melody. Songs are about
melody, and that’s why the ones that work people can grasp onto and sing, that’s
what it’s about.”
Damage Control was recorded in three separate studios: Nashville’s Rock
House Recording, Ultratone Studios in Studio City, California, and Greaseland in
San Jose, California. The musicians are all A list veterans whose credits include
everyone from B. B. King, Jimi Hendrix, and Delbert McClinton to Etta James and
Bonnie Raitt. Except for a really hot cover of The Beatles’ “Slow Down,” the other 12
cuts were all co-written by Curtis and one of the other musicians on that particular
cut.
“The Longer That I Live” opens the album and was originally released as a
digital-only single in June. He co-wrote it with David Duncan and Michael Finnigan.
“He [David] had a couple of hits back in the ‘90s that were on a record that went

platinum. We’re good friends. When he comes up with the hook, as he did on
“Truth Be Told,” I give him top billing. If I come with the hook as I did on “The
Longer That I Live,” I get top billing on the song, and I share everything equally. I
just get a song going, and I’ll hear something.
“On ‘The Longer That I Live’ David Duncan and I got together, and I had
this hook. We went back and forth, and all it was was a guitar and me singing and
him playing guitar. Then I came back and went to the studio with Kid Andersen
and picked who I think is gonna play the shit out of on this tune, and I have it in
my head. I had Jimmy Pugh on piano, Michael Finnigan on organ. Get this. Jerry
Jemmott on bass who is on everything in the world from King Curtis and is the
bass player on ‘The Thrill Is Gone.’ Jimmy Pugh, Michael Finnigan, and Robert
Cray’s old drummer who used to be with Robert for 20 years. His name is Kevin
Hayes, and Kid Andersen on guitar.”
Every cut on this album is exquisitely produced and features great musicians.
Piano player Jim Pugh from the Robert Cray Band and Mike Finnigan from the
Phantom Blues Band, for instance, lock in the melody on “What Did Me
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In Did Me Well” as Curtis goes over the top like the early blues mamas did, climbing
out of himself and shouting from the rooftops. He channels Dr. John on “You’re
Going To Miss My Sorry Ass” with a hipster snarl about how we’re going to be sorry
when he’s dead and gone, buried six feet down in the ground.
“I Don’t Do That No More” is his most obvious reference to surviving his medical
problems with the lines, “I almost took my own life. I don’t do that anymore. I like
living on the edge but it ain’t worth dying for. So I don’t do that anymore….I guess
I’m hardcore but I ain’t gonna do that anymore.” On “Oh For The Cry Eye” he
shouts, “I’m like a screen door in a hurricane,” while Wendy Moten comes on like
The Raylettes swooning “I wanna cry.”
The title cut is a Dr. John meets Leon Russell standout co-written with Mike
Finnigan who plays piano. Jim Pugh plays organ. Tony Braunagel is on drums
and Jerry Jemmott (B.B. King, Aretha Franklin) plays bass. Curtis even makes
the one cover of The Beatles’ “Slow Down” his own with a three-sax attack by
Gary Harris and Michael Bard on tenor and Tom Bryson on baratone sax.
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“Truth Be Told” was recorded with zydeco artist Wayne Toups. “I went to
Louisiana and hung out with Toups who has a beautiful voice, and he’s full on
Cajun, and he’s a ferocious squeeze box player. So, I had already done the
Nashville session, and I’d done ‘Truth Be Told,’ and I took that to Louisiana and
added the squeeze box on it and then him and I did the vocals. It’s just putting it
together. I just go for it. There’s no rules. You just get it done by hook or by crook.
This is how the songs are that you are listening to.
“Songwriting is a process, man. It’s like delivering a kid,” Explains Salgado.
“So, I have three different rhythm sections, three different drummers, three
different rhythm sections. You start with nothing, and you make this thing that’s
kinda what it is. I’m trying to be a songwriter. I wrote 17 songs and 13 of them
ended up being on this record. The same thing. The record before this was 11
songs out of 12, and I wrote all of those. I just got together. Ask me what’s the
process of writing a song for me, and then I’ll answer the question.
I parrot him. What’s the process of writing a song for you?
“Thank you. That’s a good question, man.”
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I parrot very well.
Curtis writes a lot more today than he did early in his career when he was
playing with Robert Cray in the ‘70s, Roomful of Blues in the mid-‘80s, and on
a series of solo records in the ‘90s. “And then I got it. My literary sense opened
up, and then I started noticing songwriters like Rogers and Hammerstein and
the Broadway playwright, Sondheim. Then, of course, there’s the studio and the
engineer, and the way it’s recorded and sonically, the way records sound, and
what are the great studios?
“So that’s what I’m trying to do and have a hook that you can sing to like
‘Over the Cry Eyes.’ (sings) You gotta sing a melody and stick with it. I’ve watched
people come up and sing here in town (Portland, Oregon) and do an Aretha
Franklin song, and they don’t even do the melody, and they just think they can
riff. It’s all about riffing. I want to do my own thing. I want to do it my own way.
Well, then write your own songs because this song is written about somebody.
Everybody knows what it is, and you’re nowhere near the fucking melody. I’m not
interested. I’m interested in writing songs that have all the components.
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That’s who I am.”
Like Sam Cooke’s flutter in his voice, James Brown’s over the top energized
yelps, Junior Wells’ vocal clicks, and Delbert McClinton’s emotional swoons,
Salgado lives the song in the studio with the kind of in-the-moment soulful
commitment usually only heard in live recordings in front of an ecstatic crowd. He
captures the best of live performances in a studio recording. At times he seems
to channel Dr. John and Leon Russell. He covered Leon Russell’s “I’d Rather
Be Blind” 20 years ago on his Shanachie album Soul Activated, but his Russell
inflected vocals now are on originals.
“On all my records, I’m trying to compete with the best people, and I get
the best engineers and good musicians, and that’s the name of the game. It’s not
local. Some little studio that has a particular sound on these records I realized
there’s more to it than that, but I’m trying to be competitive, and I’m trying to write
good material with strong melodies that people will remember.
“I think a lot of that is lost to the blues community. I want a song to have
a vibe. All the songs you’re listening to are a combination of me I guess being
better at it. I don’t think I sing better. I think my voice was better back when I
was younger. Maybe it was the material, but I think I’m getting better at putting
together songs.”
PHOTOGRAPHY © JESSICA KEAVENY
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In his mind, Curtis is a songster
like Charlie Patton rather than blues
artist. That said, all of the numbers on
Damage Control can be said to be in
Americana territory. Like Shemekia
Copeland who is pointedly moving in
that direction, Salgado is opening up
new horizons. “I’m trying to write songs
that are memorable, and there’s so
much competition. I can only do what I
can do, and that’s what I’m trying to be,
Don, is just like I wanna make a great
song.
“If I can just sum things up, you
paid me the nicest compliment (that all
13 songs are potential single hits) And
yes, you’re right, I just come to these
songs and this is how I put songs. I go,
that reminds me of Allen Toussaint, or
this would be a great rockabilly tune.
The only time I set out with a genre in
mind was “Hail Mighty Caesar,” and the
other one was, “You’re Going to Miss
My Sorry Ass.” I deliberately wanted to
do a Huey Piano Smith song, and that’s
what “Hail Mighty Caesar” is. I wanted
to do a rockabilly and that’s what “My
Sorry Ass” is.
“You start going and then it reminds
you of stuff. Like you, I’m a music freak.
“Oh For The Cry Eye” reminds me of
Allen Toussaint. The music for “Damage
Control” is Michael Finnigan’s music,
my lyrics and arrangement, but it’s
Finnigan’s. He wrote that. It reminded
me of Les McCann, or Dr. John.
“Dr. John is a big influence. So,
it’s a New Orleans influence. I’ve got
two songs I’m writing right now that
are totally New Orleans. I’m thinking of
inviting Ivan Neville if he’ll write a song
with me.” - BMO

“Somewhere between soul, blues, and the early years of rock, John straddles the divide with a wonderful sense of style!” -New England Blues Review

"I wish you all the greatest of health during these
difficult times. I hope this new album brings you
excitement and joy! I had a ball writing and
recording it and feel so grateful to have the
opportunity to share new music with you. Please
be careful and be well ... I look forward to the day
when I can see you all at a live show!
Thank you for your support.” - John Németh
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ALBUM REVIEW
JOHN NÉMETH
Stronger Than Strong
Nola Blue Records

T

he notion Stronger than Strong can’t begin to describe the intense force
of these blues. Stronger Than Strong the album, John Németh’s tenth
studio effort, verifies through 12 livewire cuts that he’s a musical dynamo
deserving of a much larger audience. Music fans deep into the blues are
likely familiar with Németh, but for everyone else, this album is the ideal
the place to start. As a teenager in the 1990s, in the “Muddy potato fields
of Idaho” as he’s jokingly referred to his home, Németh was bitten by the
blues bug. Now, in this year of all kinds of shit that’s brought on all kinds of
blues, Németh and his band have crafted an album that lifts the spirits with
loose-as-a-goose excitement and a firm grasp on the issues.
They kick off the program of ten originals and two neat covers with
“Come And Take It,” a scampering blues that mixes equal parts Howlin’ Wolf and John Lee Hooker
into a Hill Country-styled, introductory showcase. Its restraint allows the listener to focus intently on
the sharpness of each player. Németh bellows his come-hither proposals in a voice of unrestrained
emotion, accenting them with peals of harmonica as if a train whistle blaring through the fog. Nineteenyear-old guitarist John Hay adds unpretentious, fuzzy tones, and bassist Matthew Wilson and
drummer Danny Banks drive the beat. Each effortless component adds up to a profound rendering
of the blues by a tightly-knitted, formidable unit. When they go at it, however, they mesmerize. For
“Fountain Of A Man,” they dial the heat up considerably, the fierce propulsion of the song displaying
their unusually tight bond. Banks simultaneously hammers and rolls the beat with equal parts fervor
and finesse. The Jackie Wilson deep inside Németh cries out in release, and his harp playing seems
to take on a blazing life of its own. Hay steps up with the first of his many biting, astonishing solos
throughout the album, his licks at once Albert King-tough and T-Bone Walker-smooth.
Recorded live off the floor by Scott Bomar at his Electraphonic Studio in Memphis, the retro,
real deal feel of it all is nonetheless lush and deep. “Throw Me In The Water” may best exemplify
what Németh refers to as “The early East Bay grease sound,” a type of barreling soul that he
immersed himself in while in San Francisco in the early 2000s. But no matter the pace or the style,
every one of these songs links together, forming a continuous, gold-plated chain of riveting, soulful
blues music.
And besides his performance chops, Németh writes with uncommon insight and inventiveness.
With the persistent “Chain Breaker,” he addresses his perception of racial inequality, and a trailblazer
of division, culminating in the repeated refrain, “My love is on the other side, and I know what the hell
to do.” In “Bars,” he applies the several meanings of the word to safety, injustice, immigration, social
ills, and the American flag. The tender, soulful reading of it belies its stiletto-to-the-heart points.
John Németh possesses one of the absolute best, most hair-raising voices – in melody and in
message – in the blues world today, and he and his band deliver here mightly. Stronger Than Strong
should win them armfuls of awards.
– Tom Clarke

ALBUM REVIEW
SHEMEKIA COPELAND
Uncivil War
Alligator
n a world where left wing hatred dukes it out with right wing hatred,
Shemekia Copeland cuts through the “fake news” and offers
straight talk and insight into today’s headlines without diminishing
the argument of either side.
If for no other reason than it is one of few focused cries for unity
in the blues catalog at the moment, this song has been an instant
success. That Copeland is a great singer who articulates her songs
clearly is just sprinkles on the cake icing. She also is backed by
great guest musicians here including Jerry Douglas, Sam Bush,
Webb Wilder, and Duane Eddy. She also is wildly eclectic in bringing
Americana and other music influences into her songs.
John Hahn, Copeland’s manger and principle songwriter, has known her since she
was eight and considers her his daughter. Hahn explains his goals for “Uncivil War.” “I
wanted to address the challenge we have that almost exactly 50% of the country seems
to have views that are diametrically opposed to each other and all these very serious bad
words are tossed around whether it’s on the side of the fence of dictatorship or, if you’re on
the other side of the fence, dirty words like socialism.”
“Walk Until I Ride” addresses another thorny issue, racism, a subject Shemekia’s
music has long targeted. African Americans sometimes find it impossible to hail a cab in
New York, so they have to walk until they ride. This song, featuring producer Will Kimbrough
on guitar, Jerry Douglas on lap steel and backup singers, has that Staple Singers gospel/
R&B hybrid sound. “Dirty Saint” is about the late Dr. John who produced, played on, and
wrote songs for Copeland’s Talking to Strangers album. “I knew Dr. John,” she says. “This
would be his favorite song in the world. Nobody would love this song more than him.”
Copeland laughs heartily about her soulful cover of the Stones’ “Under My Thumb:”
“I don’t like to think of a woman under a man’s thumb. “The other way around seems
perfectly right to me.”
As she does in every album, Copeland covers a song by her dad, Johnny Clyde
Copeland. “Love Song” has a special place in her heart. “I remember when he wrote it.
We used to have these barbecues, dad playing his guitar, John (Hahn) playing harmonica,
everybody eating and laughing, and that’s what that song is to me.”
This is a phenomenal album in every measure. Uncivil War looks for goodness but
with eyes wide open in a polarized world. Finding this kind of informed insight in the current
global crisis carries the emotional punch of discovering a cure for the coronavirus.
– Don Wilcock
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ALBUM REVIEW
VANESSA COLLIER
Heart On The Line
Phenix Fire Records

T

his is Vanessa Collier’s fourth album and third in the last four years,
and why not? She seems nowhere near running out of musical
ideas, and her growing legion of fans seems nowhere near tiring of her
output. A graduate of the esteemed Berklee School of Music, Collier is an
accomplished singer and songwriter, and a seven-time nominee for the
Blues Foundation’s Blues Music Awards. She won BMAs both this year
and last as Horn (saxophone) Player of the Year. On this release, she
brings along several accompanists from 2018’s acclaimed Honey Up:
fellow BMA multiple nominee Laura Chavez on guitar, Nick Stevens on
percussion, William Gorman on keyboards, Quinn Carson on trombone,
and Doug Wolverton on trumpet. Three staunch bassists alternate to
complete the ensemble.
The album comprises a lively trip through jazzy blues, or, arguably, bluesy jazz. Listeners
unfamiliar with Collier but informed of her saxophone virtuosity may be surprised (pleasantly!)
to discover that her vocals rather than her horn playing share center stage. She is a supple and
emotive singer, able both to croon and to belt out lyrics attributable to her, since she is composer
of eight of the tunes. In addition, Collier provides all the overdubbed backing vocals, of which there
are many, providing a vivacious gospel-and-roots vibe.
Kudos for her singing should not detract from similar praise for her sax playing. She delivers
multiple innovative and tangy solos, particularly on “If Only,” “Freshly Squozen,” and especially
the delicious cut “I Don’t Want Anything To Change” (one of only three cover tunes). That latter
track also gives some space to expert guitarist Chavez, who generally eschews solos and instead
provides steady rhythm and brief pithy fills, but who excels in both roles. The rhythm section is
stellar throughout, and Carson and Wolverton, who appear on all but two of the tracks, add a
rousing and festive horn section, especially on the final, title track, an upbeat, syncopated New
Orleans-style tune.
Collier’s compositions are consistently accomplished, and her three covers well chosen.
The first, the set’s opener, is James Brown’s “Super Bad,” and Collier demonstrates convincingly
that she can handle funk. The third cover is a version of Randy Newman’s sexy and satirical “Leave
Your Hat On.” In contrast to Newman’s droll vocal, Vanessa punctuates her mostly straightforward
vocal with a few well-timed growls as the band percolates behind her. Also worth special mention
among this set of classy tunes is “Weep And Moan,” a slow blues with sax and guitar solos and
a horn riff, all reminiscent of the song “Pity The Fool” from the classic 1967 Paul Butterfield Blues
Band album The Resurrection Of Pigboy Crabshaw.
Vanessa Collier’s career is still young, but she keeps delivering the goods.
– Dan Stevens

ALBUM REVIEW
KIRK FLETCHER
My Blues Pathway
Cleopatra

G

uitarist and singer Kirk Fletcher’s fifth studio release
offers a strong mix of original songs and interpretations
of blues classics both well-known and obscure. It’s another
winning combination by an artist whose take on the blues is
both contemporary and rooted in tradition. “Ain’t’ No Cure for
The Downhearted,” a Fletcher original, kicks off the offer in fine
form, its positive message buoyed by a plaintive vocal and a
stinging solo.
The former guitarist with the Fabulous Thunderbirds travels
a path similar to contemporaries like Robert Cray, so it makes sense that Cray’s
longtime bass player, Richard Cousins, is the co-writer with Fletcher on a pair of
songs, “No Place To Go,” and “Love Is More Than A Word.” Both are punched top
with a horn section, which work particularly well on the latter ballad. The minor key
original “Struggle For Grace” has echoes of B.B. King’s signature hit, “The Thrill
Is Gone,” down to the guitar lick that opens the song. But the lyrics are about one
man’s struggles rather than good love gone bad.
Among the covers, the most well-worn is Sonny Boy Williamson’s “Fattening
Frogs For Snakes,” but Fletcher gives it a good dust-off, including adding a 2020
reference to the lyrics. Less known is sax man AC Reed’s “Rather Fight Than Switch,”
which offers a great framework for some extended soloing. Fletcher offers his take
on classic music and lyrical themes with the slow blues of “Heart So Heavy,” the
good love gone bad song that “Struggle For Grace” might have been. “Somebody
get me a guitar,” Fletcher says before launching into a solo, the horn section swinging
behind him.
Other highlights include the instrumental “D Is For Denny,” dedicated to Texas
guitarist Denny Freeman, an early mentor of Fletcher’s, and album closer “Life Gave
Me A Dirty Deal,” a country blues original that features Fletcher on acoustic guitar
accompanied by harmonica ace Charlie Musselwhite.
– Michael Cote

ALBUM REVIEW
JEREMIAH JOHNSON
Unemployed Highly Annoyed
Ruf Records
St. Louis, Missouri’s Jeremiah Johnson (who lived in Houston for a
considerable time as well) has put his heartfelt feelings of isolation
out front with his latest eight-track, 41-minute musical endeavor. Due
to our country’s national shutdown, quarantine and high frustration
are experienced by millions during this calamitous pandemic. Almost
no community has been hit harder than artists who depend upon life
experiences and financial necessities to make it through this hazy
and tragic milestone of life.
The album is a wonderful addition to the contemporary RootsAmericana-Blues canon. With six CDs already under his musical
belt, Johnson (guitars/vocals) has brought forth a highly enjoyable, sometimes brilliant effort.
Along with drummer Tony Antonelli, and bass player/keyboardist Paul Niehaus IV, who also
produced and engineered, the threesome belts their way through eight tracks that seem to
go by all too quickly in addition to being highly satisfying. Johnson’s a terrific picker with a
varying guitar-approach to literally each song on the album.
All Johnson originals, save a mighty blues take on Luther Allison’s “Cherry Red Wine,”
the recording is a combination of Southern rock with a smattering of country here and there,
and is something the band can be proud of and listeners will be the better for. “Daddy’s
Going Out Tonight” spells out the difference between those who live on energy’s edge and
those more passive in their approach to life. It features inventive lyrics and a bluesy beat.
The lengthiest track on the recording is the slow-burn ballad ”Different Plan For Me,” which
celebrates through the joy of fatherhood, the love of a good woman, and the frustration of not
being in charge of one’s own future. The stirring title track features a marvelous chorus, and
just brims with anger and self-righteous resolve toward the lock-down. The closing track, the
Chuck Berry-ish “Rock N Roll For The Soul” just cranks with positivity during Johnson’s and
our time of uncertainty, with a beat that rips up the idea of a charging rock number.
This is, no mistaking, a concept album, something fairly rare in Americana music.
Johnson displays a solid and unwavering sense of purpose in relaying feelings of being
extremely cooped up, but raring to get on with his musical life and livelihood. Throughout it
features thoughts of discouragement yes, however with special dreams of hope for brighter
days and seeds of love ahead.
– Joseph Jordan
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ALBUM REVIEW
DUKE ROBILLARD & FRIENDS
Blues Bash!
Stony Plain
hode Island is the smallest state in the Union, has an
equally small population and one of its largest employers,
I suspect, is Roomful of Blues, the band Duke Robillard and Al
Copley formed in 1967. Sixty or more musicians having rotated
through Roomful lineups, and a fair number of them turn up
as the “Friends” on the new Duke Robillard & Friends album,
Blues Bash!
Joining Rhode Island-born Robillard on the ten-song,
42-minute set are such former ROB players as Greg Piccolo,
Rich Lataillie, Doug James, Al Basile, and Sax Gordon, along with Robillard’s regular
bassist Marty Ballou who did a five-year stint with the band. Also on the disc are
Bruce Bears, Mark Teixeira, and Jesse Williams, along with guest vocalists Chris
Cote and Michelle Willson, and harp master Mark Hummel.
Despite the long “Friends” list, this is a Duke Robillard album, with a typically
interesting choice of obscure cover songs (all deserving to be revived), a scattering
of original tunes and masterful guitar work. Robillard even gives name-checks to
guitar makers Epiphone, Eastwood, J.W. Murphy, Guttlin, and Katar Kustom in the
credits.
Robillard’s wide songs selection ranges from Ike Turner’s “Do You Mean It”
(the last tune Ike recorded for Federal in 1957) to Cy Cobon’s comically smutty “You
Played On My Piano,” with Willson handling the vocal. Chris Cote, a singer from
Boston, is at the microphone on the Turner tune as well as Roy Milton’s “What Can I
Do” and Stanley “Ace” Adams’ “You Don’t Know What You’re Doin’.” There are also
songs by David Bartholmew, Lefty Bates (a Jimmy Reed sideman), and West Coast
bluesman Al King (not to be confused with Albert King).
The album’s high point though is Robillard’s own closing “Just Chillin’,” a smoky
ten-minute instrumental which sounds like something musicians might play after the
audience has cleared out, and they are just playing for themselves afterhours. It
might be taken as a Rhode Island answer to “Harlem Nocturne.”
–Bill Wasserzieher
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ALBUM REVIEW
BOB MARGOLIN
Star Of Stage And Screens
VizzTone
Remember that a record is exactly that – a record of that day
it was recorded. As such, the words a singer articulates are
an accurate record about the times it captures. Bob Margolin,
valued columnist for Blues Music Magazine, has now released
Star Of Stage And Screens, a follow-up acoustic CD to his 2019
This Guitar And Tonight, a 2020 Blues Music Award winner
as Acoustic CD of the Year. Throughout these six offerings,
Margolin again picks acoustic slide and gently offers lyrics
that definitely capture these Covid times through the eyes of a
touring musician.
Each tune addresses that world when the music abruptly screeched to a
grinding halt. The title cut laments about how Margolin used to “play all night for
you in nightclubs, theaters and bars.” But accepts that he now shoots himself with a
video app and pretends we are there. “Love And Thanks” is Margolin’s mournful love
song directed to those gave everything to the fight and did not make it through this
devastating pandemic. It’s his “Thank You Essential Workers” lawn sign. His clever
“After Party” is a guitar boogie announcing that “the after party starts today.”
Margolin finds strength in “For My Teachers” by remembering the advice
passed along by his mentors. “Let It Go” advises that, in these times, one should
let things go instead of letting those frustrations bring you down, singing, “You can’t
make it better, but you sure can make it worse.” He ends the six-song CD with the
longest cut, “March 2020 In Stop Time.” Musically, it connects with classic Muddy
Waters stop time Chess blues; lyrically, Margolin recalls his last stage appearance
on March 7, 2020. This is an all-encompassing narrative of the effects of the virus
during that first month. By the two-minute mark, it becomes a scathing commentary
on the current administration’s handling of the illness.
Years from now, when America wants to remember the changing world of
2020, Bob Margolin’s truthful record of the times will standout as an honest reminder
of what the world experienced in these devastating times.
– Art Tipaldi

ALBUM REVIEW
NORA JEAN WALLACE
BluesWoman
Severn

T

his could easily be the Traditional Album of the Year. Not only for
its vintage atmosphere, but mostly because Nora Jean Wallace,
formerly Bruso, is one of the few vocalists who can lay claim to a
lifetime of immersion in the land where the blues began. After one
song, you’ll realize this is the real deal blues. Wallace is a vocalist who
has the drama inside her and allows that to come out in each word she
sings. She’s not singing from the perspective of, “this is what I’d sing
like if I grew up a share cropper in Mississippi.” She lived that life. Born
and raised in Greenwood, Mississippi, Wallace has the genetic holy
howl imprinted on her soul.
Read Don Wilcock’s feature in this issue for her life story. Vital here
is that Wallace’s last record was in 2004 on Severn. Thought she didn’t record during those
years, that 16-year hiatus found Wallace caring for her mother in Mississippi, occasionally
performing, and living life. Those experiences are boiled down to these ten offerings. Like
John Lee Hooker sang, “It’s in him, it got to come out.” And out it comes!
As her backing band, Wallace chose the guts of the Fabulous Thunderbirds, Johnny
Moeller (guitar), Steve Gomes (bass), and Kevin Anker (Organ). She also added T-bird
frontman Kim Wilson and Steve Guyger (harmonica), Stanley Banks (keyboards and writer of
four tunes), and Robb Stupka (drums). Though these are some of the genre’s finest musicians,
they are mere props next to Wallace’s white-hot voice that scorches each word she sings. The
husky intensity of this modern blues belter could make “Happy Birthday” into a supercharged
moment. But every song here is blues, pure and simple. When you first hear her voice, you’ll
sense a blend of Koko Taylor and Etta James. But realize soon that Wallace is a uniquely
original singer. So convincing is she, that when Wallace seduces her lover to “Dance With Me,”
I took off my shoes and jumped up to join her on the dance floor.
Traditional Mississippi meets Chicago surfaces on her originals “Look Over Yonder,”
and the thrill is gone-ish “I’ve Been Watching You.” Adding Wilson’s seasoned harmonica to
“Rag And Bucket” never overpowers Wallace’s blues tale. And “I’m A Blues Woman” is her
nod to Blues Queen Koko Taylor as it musically recalls Taylor’s signature elements while
professing Wallace’s genetic provenance.
You can eat a meat and three in Applebees, or you can travel to Mississippi for the
original. Same here. Get your “blues” from a chain or indulge your blues soul in Nora Jean
Wallace’s inspired stories.
– Art Tipaldi
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Gráinne Duffy

VOODOO BLUeS
New album OUT NOW!
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VOODOO BLUeS

Unique innovative blend of blues, rock, Americana and Celtic influences,
inspirational songwriting and performances characterised by intense,
emotional vocals and dazzling fretwork. (Blues Matters!)

www.grainneduffy.com
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PRODUCED BY KENNY NEAL
CD Available at anthonywild.com
alongside your choice of music
streaming websites/apps
For a signed copy please
contact us at
kleppewild@gmail.com
SUPPORTING & FOunder of

WHAT THE CRITICS ARE SAYING
“This is classic unadorned soul music, just the way we remember it…”
— Jim Hynes, Glide Magaine
“We can give this inconspicuous, but wonderful soul man a better place in the
music scene.” — Celis Freddy, Rootstime Magazine, Belgium
“For Southern Soul Blues performed with grit, wit, and sartorial splendor,
there is only one man to go to: Los Angeles-by-way-of-Louisiana singer Sonny
Green.” — Michael Hurtt, Ponderosa Stomp
“A man who can sing circles around just about anyone…”
— Bill Bentley, Americana Highways

amazon.com

bluebeatmusic.com

bluesmusicstore.com

Living In The City Big Harp George
NEW RELEASE COMING 10/10/20
Here we go on another thrilling ride with Big Harp George, a bluesman like
no other! Beginning somewhere between Memphis and New Orleans and
ending in the Gaza Strip, George taps a current in blues that voices the
pain and the hopes of the oppressed, leavened by a spirit of life-affirming
humor and joy.
“[Big Harp George] plays his chromatic harmonica with a dynamite
combination of rhythm, pitch, intonation, and style. He remains a
mighty fine songwriter displaying a keen intellect.”
Randall Parrish, Vivascene
“… [Big Harp George] brings a lifetime of experiences to the table
and presents songs that are imbued with a knowing, insightful wit.”
David MacMurray, Blues Junction Productions
“Big Harp George remains an absolute master of the chromatic harmonica, blowing brilliantly sculpted, richly melodic
solos and obbligatos throughout …” Lee Hildebrand, Living Blues
Available 10/10/20 at CD Baby and everywhere you access music!
PRE-ORDER 9/12/20 AND RECEIVE THE SMASH SINGLE “BUILD MYSELF AN APP” IMMEDIATELY
bigharpgeorge.com

facebook.com/bigharpgeorge

instagram/bigharpgeorge

Dennis Jones’ 7th Original Album

Soft Hard & Loud
Coming October 2020

New Single Like Sheep
September 2020 Release
”Though certainly aware of how Hendrix
burned the midnight lamp,
Jones is his own man.”
— Frank-John-Hadley, Downbeat Magazine
IBC 2004 Winner in Memphis
as part of Zac Harmon Band
3 years as lead guitarist with
Brian O’Neal and The Busboys
(Boys are Back in Town)

Booking/tour info and more at dennisjonescentral.com

ALSO AVAILABLE ON
BLUE HEART RECORDS

With one foot in the 50's
and one foot in the future,
for her debut album
Veronica Lewis pays
homage to her influences Katie Webster, Otis Spann,
Jerry Lee, Pinetop Perkins
and Marcia Ball. Available February 2021!

www.veronicalewis.com
PHOTO BY ED SAWICKI

''Blue Heart Records and Malaya Blue are a match made in blues heaven. The support and
professionalism is first class; it's clearly a label destined to become a world leader. We are
proud to be part of the family''
- Steve Yourglivch, Manager- Malaya Blue

www.blueheartrecords.com
@blueheartrecs

Ghost Town Blues Band

HAND MADE DELTA INSTRUMENTs
& BOTTLENECK SLIDES
* By MATT ISBELL *

MEMPHISCIGARBOX.COM

